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Dredging Finally Approved.
Whilst the journey has been long and somewhat tortuous, some 20 months, we have finally obtained all the approvals to undertake dredging of the Yaringa Channel.
Whilst it had been our hope to have the approval to allow dredging during July or August
the late approval means that dredging will now occur in January and February 2014. We
anticipate dredging will commence on the 6 January 2014.
Whilst we understand that this timing is less than ideal, the long term benefit will certainly
exceed any short term pain.
The dredging approval is the result of extensive research into the most environmentally
sensitive method of extraction and disposal
and has been approved by both the Department of Environment and Primary Industry
(DEPI) and Parks Victoria.
We had sought tenders prior to obtaining
the approval to minimize the time delay
from receipt of approval and the commencement of works. This has allowed us
to appoint a dredging contractor to commence works almost immediately.
The complete scope of works will include:
 Removal of all the marks from the south side of the channel (the port marks) and their
placement between the existing marks on the north side. Temporary marks will be
placed on the southside.
 The dredging of the channel and disposal of the dredge material.
 Upon completion of the dredging the placement of new permanent marks to the south
side of the channel.
 The lighting of all marks.
It is anticipated that the dredging will be completed within an eight week period (weather
permitting). During the works there is likely to be some minor access issues within the
channel for boat owners. It is our intention to ensure that any access restrictions are kept
to a minimum. We will, during the dredging works, on a daily basis publish on our website
what restrictions, if any, are in place for the next day. We encourage anyone who wants to
utilize the channel to first check the website and then if they have any questions to please
ring the office. We will of course try to ensure that any impact on our boat users is kept to
a minimum.
The completion of these works will provide a minimum of 2.5m depth at low tide allowing
all tide access to the vast majority of boats. The additional marks and their lighting will also
ensure that the channel is more visible and hence safer to use.
We would like to thank everyone for their patience while we have gone through the approval process. Should you have any questions with respect to the dredging please do not
hesitate to contact the office.
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Xmas Message
2013 has been a significant year
for achieving progress on a
number of fronts. This includes
obtaining environmental approval from the Federal Government for the proposed development at Yaringa and now approval to dredge.
I would like to thank all our customers for their ongoing support.
As we enter into the holiday and
festive period on behalf of all
the staff at Yaringa I would like
to wish you and your families a
happy and safe Christmas and a
prosperous new year.

10 Commandments to ensure you
enjoy your boating over Summer.
1. Consider others...keep well away when passing other
boats remember the impact your wake can create on
the other vessel.
2. Keep your boat speed in the channel to walking pace.
It should take 10 minutes to get from the entrance of
the Yaringa Channel to the boat ramp. Please note
this is a serious matter and anyone caught excessively
speeding will have their boat removed from the Harbour.
3. If you request your boat to be retrieved to the concrete please complete the cleaning and packing of
equipment immediately and take no longer than 30
minutes to allow other boats to be retrieved. Then
go and relax and have a coffee or a cold drink.

Christmas Office
Hours.
The Marina Office will be closed
from 1.00pm 24th December until
9.00am on the 26th December
2013.
Should you wish to have your boat
launched during this period please
ring the Marina Office before noon
on the 24th December 2013.
The Marina Office will be open
every other day as normal.

4. Have your boat ready for retrieval as soon as you arrive back at the boat ramp.
5. If you use the fish cleaning facility please ensure all waste is double bagged and then placed in the
skip. Under no circumstances is fish waste to be placed unbagged in the skip. When finished please
clean the table for the next person.
6. Cleaning of fish is not to be done on the walkways under any circumstances.
7. Have a good time but keep noise to a level where it cannot disturb the occupants of neighboring
boats.
8. Remember alcohol and boating do not mix.
9. When out boating take plenty of water and sunscreen. Wear a hat and good quality sunglasses. Keep
covered up and in the shade if possible.
10. Ensure your boat is carrying the correct safety equipment for the size of the vessel and its use. Check
flares are still current and that your PFD’s have a current test tag.

Berkley Braid Knot
The Berkley Braid Knot is a good knot for tying on terminal tackle with braided line
such as Fireline, Power Pro, Spiderwire, etc. Berkley (Pure Fishing) claims to have tested this knot extensively and recommends it for use with their Fireline. As such it will
work fine for all "super lines", which by their nature are slipperier than monofilament
and require special knots
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Anchoring.
Because of the tidal flows that occur in Westernport many people have trouble holding a position when anchoring. The main cause of this is often either the wrong type
or size of anchor or insufficient anchor scope.

Anchor Scope

Boat Maintenance
Rob’s Advice

Scope is the amount of chain or warp let into the water. The amount of scope depends
on the depth of water and whether chain or warp is used. Chain or warp is often referred to as cable.
Check the depth and tidal range. Use a
scope of anchor cable of at least 4 x the
depth for chain and 6 x for rope/chain
combinations.
Remember on an incoming tide you will
need to adjust the length of your scope accordingly.
If warp is used, ensure 5-10m of chain is connected between anchor and warp. The chain acts as a cushion, helping to reduce the action of the boat pulling the anchor free.
Additional chain can also assist the anchor setting.
An anchor works best when the pull from the boat is closest to horizontal, so that the pull is digging the anchor in.
The golden rule of anchoring is; if in doubt, let more cable out.

Types of Anchors
Bruce Good holding to weight ratio – self stows on some bow roller systems. Can be
awkward to stow in small anchor lockers.
Delta Good holding to weight ratio – self-launches and self stows. Awkward to stow in
small locker.
Danforth Good holding to weight ratio in straight-line pull, however may break out
and not relocate if pulled from another direction. Can be difficult to handle because of
moving parts. Stows flat.

Maintaining Your Winch.
No matter whether it is a 4.0m tinnie
or a 8.0m trailer sailer the one thing
they all have in common is a winch
to assist with launching and retrieving.
A broken or poorly maintained winch
represents a considerable injury risk
to the yard staff when launching or
retrieving a boat. Whilst boats are
retrieved using electric winches
mounted on our tractors the trailer
winch is used secure the boat to the
trailer.
Things that need to be considered
are:
The shackle on the safety chain is it
rusted? Can be easily undone? Is it
an appropriate size for the size and
weight of boat?
Safety chain is it long enough? Is it
an appropriate size?

Fisherman Good holding in rock and weed but poor holding in sand and mud. Require
30% heavier fisherman's type anchor than other anchor types.

The winch has it been lubricated? Is
the strap/cable in good working order? Is there a winch handle? Can
the clip attachment be easily opened
or is it rusted?

Do not save a few dollars by buying the smallest anchor that meets your size boat it is
always better to go up a size.

Annual maintenance should include:

Plough/CQR Good holding to weight ratio – relocates well. If stowed on bow, moving
parts may need securing.



Checking the winch for any damage;



Lubricating all moving parts;



Replacement of all shackles



Replacement of winch strap/
cable if showing any sign of wear
or damage.

1. Double the braided line and run the loop through the eye of the hook or lure.
2. Double back parallel to the standing line and tag end and hold the four lines
together a few inches behind the hook eye.
3. Wrap around the four lines 8 times working back toward the eye. After eight
wraps run the end of the loop through opening created behind the eye. Note that
it doesn't matter which way you wrap - toward you or away from you.
4. Tighten the knot with a steady and even motion. Cut off the loop by the eye and
trim the tag end.
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Yaringa Boat Harbour Business

Rules of the Marina.

Peninsula Marine Covers

Trailer Boat Storage and Usage.

When your clears have deteriorated to a stage where you can’t
see where you’re going or your bimini is
holed like Swiss Cheese then its time to
replace or upgrade. Nothing gives a boat
a lift like new covers.

“7.16 Boat owners are responsible for ensuring all
equipment for launching and retrieving is adequate.
Your boat should be trailerable at all times and your
trailer must be kept in good running order. Trailers
without serviceable winches, mudguards and safety
chains will not be launched.”

Peninsula Marine Covers is able to meet
the needs of all
boat owners whether it be covers, carpet
or new upholstery. The owner Jason is
committed to providing the very best
materials, quality workmanship and all at
affordable prices.

With the Boat Harbour about to enter
the peak season the above will be implemented in all cases to ensure boats
can be launched safely and efficiently.

For further information please go to the website:
www.peninsulamarinecovers.com.au or
ring Jason on 5977 3399.

Joke of the Month.
Something for Christmas.
Santa was very cross. It was Christmas Eve and nothing was
going right. The elves were complaining about not getting
paid overtime. The reindeer had been drinking all afternoon
and the sleigh was broken. Santa was furious. ‘I can’t believe
it!’ he yells. ‘I’ve got to deliver millions of presents all over
the world in just a few hours – all of my reindeer are drunk,
the elves are on strike and I don’t even have a Christmas
tree! I sent that stupid little angel to find one hours ago!
What am I going to do?’ Just then, the little angel opens the
front door and steps in from the snowy night, dragging a
Christmas tree. ‘Oi fatty!’ she says. ‘Where do you want me
to stick this?’
And thus the tradition of angels atop the Christmas trees
came to pass.

Quote of the Month—
“You only live once, but if you do it right, once is
enough.” Mae West.

Sheryl’s Xmas Recipe.
Grilled lobster with parmesan sauce and
thyme pangrattato












50g butter
40g (1/4 cup) plain flour
60ml (1/4 cup) verjuice or dry
white wine
Small pinch of saffron threads
500ml (2 cups) milk
60g (3/4 cup) finely grated parmesan
2 cooked lobsters, halved
lengthways, shells reserved, meat coarsely chopped
Thyme pangrattato
1 tbs olive oil
70g (1 cup) fresh Italian breadcrumbs
2 tsp fresh thyme leaves
Step 1
Melt the butter in a saucepan over medium heat until foaming. Add
flour. Cook, stirring with a wooden spoon, for 1-2 minutes or until
the mixture bubbles. Remove from heat. Whisk in the verjuice until
smooth. Add the saffron. Gradually add milk, whisking constantly
until smooth and combined. Cook over medium heat, stirring constantly with a wooden spoon, for 3-4 minutes or until sauce thickens. Stir in 40g (1/2 cup) of the parmesan until it melts. Remove
from heat. Season. Set aside to cool slightly. Stir in the lobster.
Step 2
To make the thyme pangrattato, heat oil in a non-stick frying pan
over medium heat. Add the breadcrumbs and thyme and cook, stirring, for 5 minutes or until crisp and golden.

Contact Details:
Phone No.: (03)5977 4154
Fax No.:
(03)5977 3156
Email: info@yaringa.com.au
www.yaringa.com.au

Step 3
Preheat grill on high. Place the reserved shells, cut-side up, on a
large baking tray. Spoon the lobster mixture evenly among the
shells. Cook under grill, about 6cm from the heat source, for 5
minutes or until golden brown. Sprinkle over the thyme pangrattato.

